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of the Chief Engineer include assuring engineering excellence in the design, test, and
operation of robotic interplanetary spacecraft and planetary probes. This has included
managing the JPL Engineering Standards Office and the JPL Spaceflight Engineering
Research Program, and he continues to chair the JPL Lessons Learned Committee and
serve as a member of the JPL Engineering Board. His primary technical expertise is in
spacecraft design, spaceflight risk management, and failure modes for deep space
systems.
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1. Introduction to lesson learning
2. The NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory: why is KM critical to
JPL?
3. The “nuts & bolts” of an effective lessons learned process (plus
more on this between the exercises)
4. Exercise 1: Sources of lessons learned
5. What is a valid lesson learned candidate?
6. Exercise 2: Harvard Business School case study approach
7. Exercise 3: “The Elevator Pitch”
8. Exercise 4: What would a mature lessons learned process in
your company/agency look like?
9. Summary

He is privileged to be part of THE ONLY TEAM THAT WILL BE THE FIRST TO EXPLORE THE SOLAR SYSTEM.
© 2018 Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology. Government sponsorship acknowledged.
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What Is the Worst Case If We Don’t?

Why Do We Care About Lesson Learning?
Office of the Chief Engineer
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INTRODUCTION TO LESSON LEARNING
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Another Lesson Not Learned

What have others had to say on the topic?
Office of the Chief Engineer
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• “Progress, far from consisting of change, depends on retentiveness...
Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”

1. NASA Shuttle Challenger mission loss in 1986

-George Santayana

•

Fools say that they learn by experience, I prefer to profit by others'
experience. -Otto von Bismarck

• "Why - I learnt what one ought not to do,
and that is always something."

by Gary Larson

THE NASA/CALTECH JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY (JPL)

- The Duke of Wellington describing the
failed Dutch campaign of 1794

• KM is about overcoming organizational
amnesia. - Carla O'Dell

– Attributed to a flawed NASA safety culture

• "Lessons not learned in blood are soon
forgotten." – 2009 film Law Abiding Citizen

2. NASA Shuttle Columbia mission loss in 2003
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JPL “Firsts” Over the Past 50 Years

The JPL Mission
Office of the Chief Engineer

• JPL is the lead NASA center for the robotic exploration of the
solar system

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Some JPL “firsts”:
– In 1958, Explorer 1 was the first satellite launched by the
United States
– In 1965, we did the first flyby of Mars, the following year the
first U.S. soft landing on the Moon
– Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 accomplished the Grand Tour of
the Solar System (1989). Voyager 1 has left the heliosphere
i.e., the solar system-- & is now operating in interstellar
space

– High risk missions-- high unit value products, often never flown before,
often one-of-a-kind spacecraft or facilities
– Repeated mistakes (or failure to repeat successes) pose a risk that is
potentially avoidable

• Lessons learning may be an
effective countermeasure against avoidable risk
JDB10

More JPL“Firsts”
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– Galileo reached Jupiter (1995); Cassini to Saturn (2004)
– Mars Pathfinder became the first planetary rover in 1997,
and we now have two vehicles operating on Mars
– In 2005, Deep Impact slammed a copper penetrator into a
comet to determine its composition
JDB11
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JPL/NASA Engineering Environment

What Does This Have to Do with LLs?

Office of the Chief Engineer

• NASA typically manages a small number of design projects
(compared to most aerospace companies) that each produce one (or
rarely two) items that are designed to last only a few months or years
on location
• But our products operate in a more extreme environment
– Descending into the atmosphere of Jupiter, the JPL Galileo Probe
decelerated at 230 gravities, and the heatshield protecting the electronics
heated up to twice the temperature of the surface of the Sun
– Mars rovers experience up to 18 deg C on a summer day at the equator of
Mars, but summer nights drop to -130 deg C
The Galileo Probe
was designed to last
45 minutes-- before
it was crushed flat
by the atmospheric
pressure of Jupiter

The two Mars
Exploration Rovers
were designed to
last 90 days; one
is now into its 14th
year of operation
on the Martian
surface

Role of Innovation in Lesson Learning

Office of the Chief Engineer

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Deep space systems are irreplaceable national assets
– The next Mars rover has been projected to cost $2.1 billion to build
– The Opportunity rover’s mission has extended over 15 years, yet
maybe 90% of the risk occurs within the last 7 minutes before
landing on Mars

“An expert is someone who knows some of the
worst mistakes that can be made in his subject,
and how to avoid them.” -Werner Karl
Heisenberg

JPL Culture of Innovation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFrGkSyxTgI

"New mistakes are more instructive than
repeating old ones.” -D. Oberhettinger
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Lessons Learned Process History
Office of the Chief Engineer

LL Requirements for Flight Projects

Office of the Chief Engineer

• 1978: Spaceflight Significant Event File published by Walter K. Victor
– JPL SSEF maintained as 3-ring binder; SSEF last published in 1987
– 1979: SSEF suspended
– 1984: SSEF reactivated by Dr. Allen, JPL Director

– “LLs shall be collected from individuals, projects and programs…primarily
at the Center level. LL recommendations shall be assessed for potential
changes to policy, procedures, guidelines, technical standards, training,
education curricula, etc. and infused back into the system.”

• 1984: JPL Lessons Learned Committee (LLC) chartered

• JPL projects are required by FPP Paragraph 5.22, to (1) report
candidate LL topics to the JPL OCE, and (2) periodically review LLs
that have yet to be infused, and take appropriate action

– Oct 1984: LLC meetings chaired by Kermit Watkins, Flight Project Office

THE “NUTS & BOLTS” OF AN EFFECTIVE
LESSONS LEARNED PROCESS

• 1985-1994: Developed several JPL on-line systems
– GPVAX, ITIMS, and EDMS; Lessons Learned Channel terminated 1999

• Many JPL projects also follow these LL best practices:

• 1992: NASA Lessons Learned Steering Group formed

1. Project management maintains a list of candidate LL topics throughout the
project life cycle. LLs are drafted and briefings held when appropriate
2. The project assesses compliance with JPL LL recommendations
(regardless of infusion status) at major project milestones. Project staff
periodically review JPL and NASA LLs within their specialty. (E.g., project
tribologist subscribes to all additions to LLIS containing the word
“lubricant” or “lubrication”)

– NASA Centers started contributing lessons learned in 1992

• 1994: Rollout of NASA on-line database
– Combined Automated Lessons Learned (CALL) maintained by GSFC
– 1996: Current LLIS developed

• 2010: Infusion cross-references vetted by JPL Engineering Board
JDB16
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• NPR 7120.6, NASA Lessons Learned Process
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JPL Lessons Learned System

Attributes of an Effective LL Process
Office of the Chief Engineer

• Assure that your lessons learned system is not just a “data dump”:
– Do you maintain channels to acquire lesson candidates from flight
projects (anomaly reports, water cooler conversation)
– How are lesson candidates currently validated? What are the criteria
for a valid lesson learned?
– Is the process coordinated or managed so important lessons get
written?
– How are lesson drafts edited, reviewed, and approved?
– Are the lesson learned recommendations “actionable,” or just
“motherhood” statements?
– Is the lesson approval process sufficiently rigorous to prevent
backlash?
– How are lessons learned disseminated? How do you judge their
impact?
– Do lesson recommendations, where necessary, engage an
institutional closed-loop corrective action process?
– Can you demonstrate that your lessons learned are being used, or
have been infused into SMC-wide procedures and training? JDB19

Generating Lessons Learned
Office of the Chief Engineer

• Impact of Lessons Learned Committee on lessons learned process

1. JPL Lessons Learned Committee has met weekly since 1984
•
•
•
•

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Formal JPL lessons learned requirements = currently fairly minimal

• Two primary features of the JPL lessons learned process
Committee members drawn from the major technical divisions
Validates and prioritizes each lesson learned candidate
Best Practice – LLC “wordsmiths” and approves each LL
LLs are posted to the NASA Lesson Learned Information System (LLIS)

– Quality and quantity → credibility
– How attained:
• Strong representation by technical divisions, SMA organization, Chief Engineer
• Independence from programs/projects
• Intensive working meetings (LCC meetings/follow-up is not inexpensive.)
• Validation of lesson learned candidates, and verification of facts
• Transition to “single author” model
• Documentation: candidate list, LLC minutes, PFR-to-LL matrix, infusion matrix

– JPL LLs also posted to public site: http://llis.nasa.gov

2. Infusion of lessons learned into procedures and training
• Can’t depend on the appropriate individual reading a LL at the
appropriate project milestone
• Hence, each LL is cross-referenced to paragraphs in our two
engineering bibles– the Design Principles and the Flight Project
Practices

– Need 0.5–1.0 FTE to manage and support the lessons learned process

• Collection. Target-rich environment: need to prioritize candidates
• Writing. Lesson learned must be a “good read” as well as accurate

JDB20
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Sources of JPL Lessons Learned

Exercise #1

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Flight Projects:
– End-of-Mission reports
– Mishap Investigation Board reports
– Incident reports
– Flight project lessons learned presentations

Office of the Chief Engineer

Office of the Chief Engineer

• The representative of one NASA field center stated to me,
“We don’t have any lessons to be learned at my center”

• JPL Mission Assurance Managers (MAMs
• Lessons Learned Committee members [responsibilities as reps
of the JPL Technical Divisions include alerting the LLC at its
weekly meetings]

What are some of the potential sources of
lessons learned at your company or
agency?

HOW DO YOU RECOGNIZE A VALID LESSON
LEARNED CANDIDATE WHEN YOU SEE ONE?

• Problem/Failure Reporting (PFR) System
• Published technical papers (e.g., conference journals)
That is, where would you look to find candidate topics?

• Word of mouth
• Direct submittals to the NASA Lesson Learned Information
System (LLIS)
JDB22
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Criteria for a Valid JPL LL Candidate

Example of a JPL Lesson Learned

Office of the Chief Engineer

Example of a JPL Lesson Learned

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Exercise Strict Controls in the Packaging and Oversight of
Critical Hardware Shipped by Third-Party Courier Services

Candidate topic should:

–

1. Have some relationship to mission success
2. Be potentially useful to other spaceflight projects

Project: Mars Phoenix

POC: Ron Welch

Lesson Learned #: 1849

– Abstract: When Mars Phoenix spaceflight hardware was transported from the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory using a third-party (independent) courier service, it was
discovered at the destination that the shock sensors mounted to the hardware were
all tripped. Other JPL projects have experienced problems with unescorted
transportation of flight hardware. The design of packaging for shipment should be
reviewed and pre-approved, a packaging inspection report prepared at the source
and destination site, and a project Critical Hardware Handling Plan address how
critical items are to be shipped.
MET Mast photographed in the aluminum shipping
container (similar to a golf club hard case) following
delivery. An outer cardboard box was badly
damaged. It was not skid-mounted for protection
during transport and handling, and the tripping (>50
Gs) and detachment of the shock sensors strongly
suggests that the package was not fastened in place
during transport. The shipped item was a bare mast
without mounted science sensors.

3. Not duplicate lesson learned we have already
published
• What other criteria would you entertain?

Full text at: https://llis.nasa.gov/lesson/1849
JDB25
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• Mate/Demate, Verify, and Document Connectors One-at-a-Time
– Project: MER
POC: Ron Welch
Lesson Learned #: 1619
– Abstract: An integration and test failure was traced to an unmated flight connector
that was registered as “mated” in the mate/demate log. De-integration and rework to
re-mate a connector can pose a major risk to flight hardware. The root cause was
attributed to the failure of a technician/engineer to pause after each mate/demate
operation to enter it in the log, and to obtain QA verification. Flight connectors located
in crowded or constrained areas (as well as those in more visible areas) must be
mated or demated one-at-a-time under QA surveillance, and accurate documentation
of the connector status must be maintained.
The un-mated connector was
located beneath the flex cable
shown in this photo of the
REM, and the mating
operation is conducted with
the flex cable in place.
Example of high density
cabling and connections
along the MER bulkheads
Full text at https://llis.nasa.gov/lesson/1619
JDB27
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Example of a JPL Lesson Learned

Sample JPL Lesson Learned Topic

Other Lesson Learned Examples

Office of the Chief Engineer

• MSL Heatshield Handling Incident

Office of the Chief Engineer

• 100+ Lessons Learned for Project Managers

– Project: Mars Science Laboratory POC: Eric M. Slimko Lesson Learned #: 1996
– Abstract: In August 2008, the Mars Science Laboratory flight spare heatshield and
fixture was dislodged from its tracks and fell 6-7 inches when being moved for a
characterization test at a contractor facility. The casters had been rotated 180
degrees from the planned direction of travel in the grooved track. Perform a fixture
validation move prior to the first time flight hardware is to be moved, involve the
designated cognizant engineer, and always use a steering stick or T-bar to guide the
casters or wheels.

Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL)
spare heatshield on
fixture. Arrow points
to one of the two rear
casters that each sat
left of its track after
the fall

LL No.: 1956

– Abstract: Jerry Madden, the former Assoc. Dir. of Flight Projects at NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, collected 122 aphorisms from a variety of sources
over the course of his career that are instructive to managers of NASA spaceflight
projects. Some examples: Full text at: https://llis.nasa.gov/lesson/1956
• “One of the advantages of NASA in the early days was the fact that everyone knew that
the facts that we were absolutely sure of could be wrong.”
• “Experience may be fine but testing is better. Knowing something will work never takes the
place of proving that it will.”
• “There is no such thing as previously flown hardware, i.e., the people who build the next
unit probably never saw the previous unit; there are probably minor changes; the
operational environment has probably changed; and the people who check the unit out will
in most cases not understand the unit or the test equipment.”

• Guidance for NASA Selection & Application of DC-DC Converters

Full text at: https://llis.nasa.gov/lesson/1996

JDB28

– Project: various
POC: Linda Facto
LL No.: 1879
– Abstract: Numerous NASA projects have suffered severe cost and schedule
impacts due to problems with hybrid DC-DC converter application, quality, and
reliability. Although there have been a few in-flight failures, most problems and
failures have occurred during flight system development and test. This write-up
summarizes DC-DC converter lessons learned that were documented in 2008 by a
NASA NESC study that advises flight projects on device selection, purchase, and
test.
Full text at: https://llis.nasa.gov/lesson/1879
JDB29
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• Title. ‘Close Call' with Flooding of the Mars 2020 Rover
Testbed Full text at: https://llis.nasa.gov/lesson/17701
• Description of Driving Event:
The system testbed for the Mars 2020 rover project is located in a
JPL test facility that also houses the testbeds for Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL) and Mars Exploration Rover (MER). They share
a common humidifier system for treating ambient airflow in the
vicinity of the testbeds. At 7:00 am on July 2, 2014, a project
engineer observed that a warning indicator light on the humidifier’s
secondary containment drip evaporator overflow pan was
illuminated, and he immediately covered the hardware on the Mars
2020 testbed with an anti-static plastic sheet. A few minutes later,
water streamed onto the covered equipment (Reference (1)).
JDB30
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Sample Lesson Learned (Cont.)

Sample Lesson Learned (Cont.)
Office of the Chief Engineer

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Description of Driving Event (Cont.):

• Description of Driving Event (Cont.):
It was quickly determined that the humidifier
system strainer was plugged, causing water
(instead of steam for humidity control) to spray into
the air plenum located in the ceiling and to stream
onto the covered equipment (Figure 1). No
damage to any testbed equipment occurred. The
humidifier alarm is connected to an emergency
notification system that alerted the JPL (on duty
24/7) facility maintenance contractor; they
responded to the alarm, turned off the water and
cleaned the plugged strainers. Subsequent
investigation, however, established that the
preventative maintenance instructions for the
building did not show the location of the strainers;
nor did they require periodic cleaning of the
strainers, which had never been cleaned
(Reference (2)).

Mars 2020 Rover
Office of the Chief Engineer

Figure 1. Red arrow shows site
of water leaking from ceiling
JDB31
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JPL System Safety (Reference (3)) views this incident as a "close call": if
it had occurred late at night or if alert staff had not been present,
significant damage to irreplaceable Mars 2020 flight development and
spaceflight support hardware would have resulted. In addition, the
incident presented a personnel safety slip hazard because the secondary
drain routed overflow onto the smooth tile floor directly in front of the
access doors to the facility. This incident also added to the impression
that the testbed facility has had a trend of anomalies since 2003,
including a negative pressure event (Reference (4)) where the air
conditioning vents pulled air out instead of blowing it in. (This made it
“nearly impossible” to open the outward-hinged doors.) It was discovered
after this air conditioning event that (like the building reported in
Reference (5) that experienced a flood) the building was not on the JPL
critical facility list.
JDB32
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Sample Lesson Learned (Cont.)

Sample Lesson Learned (Cont.)
Office of the Chief Engineer

• Lesson(s) Learned:
There exists a trend of incidents (see References (5) and (6)) with JPL
building utility anomalies posing a threat to JPL products, and the JPL
critical facility list does not appear to have been effective in forestalling
them. Indeed, ceiling leaks from clogged humidifier or air conditioning
drains are fairly commonplace at JPL (References (7) through (10)). For
example, in March 2006 (Reference (7)), a wet ceiling tile fell, narrowly
missing the Power Processing Unit (PPU) test area for the Dawn project
(Figures 1 and 2). Without proactive steps as JPL buildings age,
problems like corroded pipes (Reference (11)) and leaky roofs could
become more prevalent. JPL facility safety surveys are intended to focus
on laboratory-specific issues like ESD protection and use of protective
goggles, rather than on building maintenance issues.
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Sample Lesson Learned (Cont.)
Office of the Chief Engineer

• Lesson(s) Learned (Cont.):

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Recommendation(s):

JPL System Safety should identify especially critical buildings
where harm to their contents would pose a significant (i.e.,
possibly irrecoverable) setback to spaceflight projects. (It is not
uncommon for JPL facilities to be repurposed for critical tasks or
storage that are not reflected on the JPL critical facilities list.)
These buildings should be assessed for their vulnerability to a list
of common (e.g., leaky roof, power outage) and not-so-common
building structural and utility anomalies. Remedial action should be
taken consonant with the risk.
Plans for new JPL building construction and for major
modifications should include features that route water pipes away
from areas that may house critical equipment.
JDB35
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Exercise #2

Soliciting & Vetting Candidates

JPL Lessons Learned Process
Office of the Chief Engineer
Pre-LLC Processing

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Case study approach to training– made famous by
Harvard Business School– focuses on penetrating the
decision-making process

Post-LLC Processing

LLC Action

• “Catcher in the Wrong: The Genesis Canister Lift Incident”

Lesson Sources
Rumor mill (main source)
LLC members (line org)
JPL Engineering Board
Anomaly reporting system
Weekly project status rpts
Project milestone reviews
Mishap investigation boards
Other
LLC Membership (reps from)
- Mechanical Systems
- Systems Engineering/SW
- Autonomous Systems
- Information Technology
- Acquisition
- Institutional Mgmt Systems
- Reliability Engineering
- Quality Assurance
- System Safety
- Occupational Safety
Each member:
1. Solicits LL candidates from
within home org.
2. Represents tech discipline in
reviewing LL draft.
3. Infuses LLC products within
home org.

Submission of the LL to JPL
Document Review Services
to obtain clearance for public
release

Lessons Learned Committee Chair (aka JPL CKO)
• Chair maintains lesson learned candidate list
• LLC validates each lesson learned candidate
• LLC ranks each candidate (“1” to “9”), based on
potential value to subsequent projects
• Chair selects highest ranking candidate and
assigns LLC’s dedicated writer to draft LL
• Chair verifies the LL facts/recommendations

Weekly LLC Meeting

• Revalidation of the LL candidate
based on initial review of actual draft LL
• Real time “wordsmithing” of the
draft LL by the committee
• LLC approval of the LL

Infusion

Submission of the LL to
the NASA Lesson Learned
Information System (LLIS)

JPL Design
Principles

JPL Flight
Project
Practices

or

Institutional practices

JDB37
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• Sources of lesson learned topics

• Case studies
• Pause and Learn
• Knowledge-sharing
workshops
• Support to HQ KM program
• Other

– Anomaly reports, mishap reports, informal office conversation, etc.
– Include “positive” incidents as well as “don’t do this again” items

Success Factors:

• Best Practice – Obtain leadership commitment to LL process

• Institutional commitment to
being a learning organization
• Well-written LLs are not
cheap to produce!
• Your incident POC may not
be eager to draft a LL, but he
will always be willing to
review it.
• Include “positive” LL
candidates—not just mishaps
• Careful vetting of the facts is
crucial to LL credibility.
• Recommendations must be
readily “actionable”—not just
vague or obvious statements
• Our LL process appears to
benefit from a JPL culture of
intellectual openness

• Vet each candidate as a valid lesson learned
– Establish a set of criteria for a valid lesson learned
1. Relevant to mission success
2. Likely to be of interest to future projects
3. Does not duplicate existing lessons

LLC Finding-- topic warrants:

Infusion of each LL into two key JPL requirements
docs (so we are not dependent on a key project
member reading the LL at the key project milestone)
and/or

OCKO integrates LL activity
with other elements of KM
strategy:

– Have LLC prioritize the list (Low priority topics may drop off the list)
– Avoid topics that do not lend to “implementable” recommendations
– Candidate may instead be a Lab-wide corrective action

1. a Lesson learned
2. an Institutional Corrective
Action Notice (CAN), or
3. a NASA Alert
Legend
KM: knowledge management
LL: lesson learned
LLC: JPL Lessons Learned
Committee
OCKO: Office of the Chief
Knowledge Officer (CKO)
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Lesson Drafting & Verification

Lessons Learned “Infusion”
Office of the Chief Engineer

• How do you obtain an flow of draft LLs into your system?
– Do not hold your breath awaiting contributions! (“If a job is everyone's
responsibility, no one will do it.” -Peter Drucker)
– Best Practice – But, if you draft a LL (e.g., based on an anomaly rpt) and
ask the involved party to review it, he/she will always cooperate!

• Verify the facts in the incident description
• Lessons learned should be well written
– Best Practice – Consider using a dedicated author for all draft lessons
– Recommendations should be “implementable”– not vague or obvious

• Best Practice - Infuse lessons into procedures and training such that
the project need not depend on the right person reading a lesson at
the appropriate project milestone
• JPL method: cross-referenced lessons to specific paragraphs in the
JPL Design Principles (DPs) and Flight Project Practices (FPPs). JPL
Engineering Board vetted the cross-references
• Two objectives:
– Infuse lessons learned, achieving a closed-loop lessons learned process
– Provide additional rationale for the requirements in the DPs and FPPs

• Lessons Learned Committee performs real time “wordsmithing”

• Example: DP Para. 4.2.5.5. “Positive margins shall be demonstrated, for both
of the following cases, with the application of a factor of safety of ___ for
thermally-induced loading over the qualification/protoflight temperature range,
and the application of a factor of safety of ___ over the allowable flight
temperature range.”

– Opportunity to revalidate the candidate topic
– Best Practice - The LLC reviews the draft line-by-line: “Does this photo
really add anything”? (But this is not cheap!)
– The LLC formally approves the lesson learned
– Meeting minutes document LLC activity/action
JDB40

Exercise #3
Office of the Chief Engineer

Office of the Chief Engineer

“The Elevator Pitch”
• Stepping onto the elevator, you have 30 seconds to pitch
your CEO on KM
1. Each participant is to draft a 30 sec speech explaining
what KM is, what it is you do, and how the CEO can
help/how you might follow up with him/her
2. Each table will select one of the pitches to present to the
class

http://llis.nasa.gov/lesson/2038 – “To Bond or to Bolt, That is the Question”
40
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Lessons Learned “Infusion”
Office of the Chief Engineer

• Solution to non-use: achieve closed-loop lessons learned process by
infusing lessons into engineering procedures and training
– No longer dependent on project self-audits (or the initiative of individuals)

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Oh by the way, JPL lacks a Corrective Action Board (CAB)
– No mechanism to resolve failures with JPL-wide implications
– JPL generates ~200 PFRs per month
– Establishment of formal JPL CAB not likely

• Revised approach: infuse into specific paragraphs in the JPL Design
Principles and Flight Project Practices
Requirements at appropriate level, where relevance to lessons is clear
Each project is audited for compliance, subject to waiver
Documents controlled by a single organization (OCE)
For credibility, cross-references vetted by JPL Engineering Board (JEB)

JDB43

– 2002 GAO report: NASA not assuring that lessons get used
– 2004 Diaz report: “Managers do not use the LLIS when making decisions.”
– 2012 NASA OIG audit: NASA PMs “rarely consult or contribute to the LLIS”

– “Lesson Learned? ” checkbox on Problem/Failure Report (PFR) form
– PFRs reviewed by LLC Chair, then by LLC, with results documented

– Problem: lesson recommendations not consistent with requirements docs
– Problem: tracked group completion using Corrective Action Notices
– Problem: excess complexity. Made little progress.

• Lessons learned dissemination
– LLIS has a subscription feature
– JPL published all lessons in the LLIS, forwards lessons from other
Centers, e-mail summaries to select JPLers
– Are there useful metrics? (“Not everything that can be counted counts, and not

• Lessons Learned Committee also has served as ad hoc CAB

everything that counts can be counted.” -Albert Einstein)

– The checkbox screens issues that may have impacts beyond the project
– LLC evaluates checked PFRs as candidates for (1) lessons learned, (2)
Corrective Action Notices (CANs), and/or (3) NASA Alerts
– This leverages the technical scope of LLC representation
– CAN recommendation is forwarded to the JPL office that issues CANs

• At major project milestones, JPL flight projects self-audit their
compliance with lesson learned
–
–
–
–

• Future improvements to the CAB process?
43

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Lessons learned system as a “data morgue”

• PRACA system provides a source of lessons learned

• Attempted to infuse lessons into technical standards of the JPL groups

–
–
–
–

Dissemination & Assuring Use

Engage Corrective Action System

JDB44
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Mars Exploration Rover audited compliance with 364 JPL & GSFC lessons
Juno tracked compliance with 5 specific “high risk” lessons learned
Kepler project reviewed compliance with all (over 1100) NASA lessons
Such detailed review may not be cost-effective for smaller projects
JDB45
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Tracking Effectiveness

Assuring Lessons Learned Get Used
Office of the Chief Engineer

• Assessing usefulness & assuring use is the main problem
• NASA has been repeatedly criticized for merely ad hoc
use of the NASA Lesson Learned Information System
– 2002 General Accounting Office report
– Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB) report
– Metrics of lessons learned effectiveness are difficult to obtain

• A JPL solution is lessons learned “infusion”
– Some JPL flight projects self-audit compliance with NASA lessons
at major milestones, but it’s labor-intensive. It’s hard to assure that
the proper person reads a lesson at the key decision point!
– Alternative: “infuse” each lesson into JPL procedures and training
• JPL is cross-referencing each lesson with a paragraph in the
JPL Design Principles standard
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Continuous Improvement
Office of the Chief Engineer

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Kaizen approach: systematically → small, incremental, improvements
• Update Evidence of Recurrence Control Effectiveness field in LLIS

• Will readily available
effectiveness metrics
be informative?

– Infusion provides objective evidence of closed-loop process
– Some effort required to maintain infusion process

• Dissemination
– Do we adequately communicate information on this resource JPL-wide?
– 1996 Lessons Learned Information Day, 1996 & 1997 Common Threads
Workshops, booth at 2000 Safety Day
– Planning for a “Nieberding” workshop at JPL

• Assessing project
compliance is labor
intensive

• Pressure projects to perform lessons learned outbriefings
– NASA lessons learned repository has over 2000 lessons

– I’ve begun to contact PMs prior to major project milestones

– Cannot assure the right person reads a key lesson at the right time

• Cross-referencing LLs to requirements in 2 key JPL
standards provides closed-loop resolution
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• NASA is cross-referencing lessons learned with technical standards
• Are LLIS improvements needed? Are there useful process metrics?
• What else would improve the lessons learned process?
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What Does a Mature Process Look Like?

Exercise #4

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Process attributes
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Summary
Office of the Chief Engineer

What would a mature lessons learned process in
your company/agency look like?

Lessons important to the institution are identified, ranked
Lessons are credible: range of technical viewpoints are reflected
Lessons are readable: format, quality writing, photos
Lessons are verified as accurate to avoid “blowback
Important lessons are documented and approved
Lessons are disseminated internally; projects assess compliance
Lessons are shared with NASA?
Lessons are infused to ensure a closed-loop process
Process also engages the institutional Corrective Action System
Process is well documented
Process maturity undergoes continuous improvement

Office of the Chief Engineer

• Lessons learned document proven risks: the driving event it describes
has occurred at least once, is significant, and may recur
– Making the same critical mistake twice is distressing to the person and to
the institution

• A formal lessons learned process requires a fairly substantial
commitment of resources

• Each table take 20 minutes to discuss and prepare a list
of:

– Lessons learned must compete for the users’ attention. A formal lessons
learned process can help assure that valuable lessons get written and
published, that they are well written, and that the essential information
gets to the proper recipient when needed
– An effective lessons learned system requires high-level NASA Center
commitment, and Center-wide participation in proposing, vetting,
disseminating, and using the lessons

1. Good things your company/agency are doing to
promote lessons learning
2. Potential lesson learned process improvements

• Project, line, and product assurance organizations must be involved. A
Lessons Learned Committee can best manage and coordinate the process
• Effective dissemination and infusion of lessons learned is a major challenge

• Prerequisites
– Organizational commitment to lessons learning
– Culture of openness: ability to admit and discuss mistakes
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